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Human Rights Committee, General Comment 24 (52),  reservations to the ICCPR

U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.6 (1994).1

1. As of 1 November 1994, 46 of the 127 States parties to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights had,
between them, entered 150 reservations of varying significance to their acceptance of the obligations of the Covenant.
Some of these reservations exclude the duty to provide and guarantee particular rights in the Covenant. Others are
couched in more general terms, often directed to ensuring the continued paramountcy of certain domestic legal
provisions. Still others are directed at the competence of the Committee. The number of reservations, their content and
their scope may undermine the effective implementation of the Covenant and tend to weaken respect for the obligations
of States Parties. Is it important for States Parties to know exactly what obligations they, and other States Parties, have
in fact undertaken. And the Committee, in the performance of its duties under either Article 40 of the Covenant or under
the Optional Protocols, must know whether a State is bound by a particular obligation or to what extent. This will
require a determination as to whether a unilateral statement is a reservation or an interpretative declaration and a
determination of its acceptability and effects.

...

6. The absence of a prohibition on reservations does not mean that any reservation is permitted. The matter of
reservations under the Covenant and the first Optional Protocol is governed by international law. Article 19(3) of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties provides relevant guidance. 3 It stipulates that where a reservation is not
prohibited by the treaty or falls within the specified permitted categories, a State may make a reservation provided it is
not incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty. Even though, unlike some other human rights treaties, the
Covenant does not incorporate a specific reference to the object and purpose test, that test governs the matter of
interpretation and acceptability of reservations.

7. In an instrument which articulates very many civil and political rights, each of the many articles, and indeed their
interplay, secures the objectives of the Covenant. The object and purpose of the Covenant is to create legally binding
standards for human rights by defining certain civil and political rights and placing them in a framework of obligations
which are legally binding for those States which ratify; and to provide an efficacious supervisory machinery for the
obligations undertaken.

8. Reservations that offend peremptory norms would not be compatible with the object and purpose of the Covenant.
Although treaties that are mere exchanges of obligations between States allow them to reserve inter se application of 
rules of general international law, it is otherwise in human rights treaties, which are for the benefit of persons within
their jurisdiction. Accordingly, provisions in the Covenant that represent customary international law (and a fortiori
when they have the character of peremptory norms) may not be the subject of reservations. Accordingly, a State may not
reserve the right to engage in slavery, to torture, to subject persons  to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment, to arbitrarily deprive persons of their lives, to arbitrarily arrest and detain persons, to deny freedom of
thought, conscience and religion, to presume a person guilty unless he proves his innocence, to execute pregnant women
or children, to permit the advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred, to deny to persons of marriageable age the
right to marry, or to deny to minorities the right to enjoy their own culture, profess their own religion, or use their own
language. And while reservations to particular clauses of Article 14 may be acceptable, a general reservation to the right
to a fair trial would not be.

9. Applying more generally the object and purpose test to the Covenant, the Committee notes that, for example,
reservation to article 1 denying peoples the right to determine their own political status and to pursue their economic,
social and cultural development, would be incompatible with the object and purpose of the Covenant. Equally, a
reservation to the obligation to respect and ensure the rights, and to do so on a non-discriminatory basis (Article 2(1)
would not be acceptable. Nor may a State reserve an entitlement not to take the necessary steps at the domestic level to
give effect to the rights of the Covenant (Article 2(2)).
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10. The Committee has further examined whether categories of reservations may offend the "object and purpose" test. In
particular, it falls for consideration as to whether reservations to the non-derogable provisions of the Covenant are
compatible with its object and purpose. While there is no hierarchy of importance of rights under the Covenant, the
operation of certain rights may not be suspended, even in times of national emergency. This underlines the great
importance of non-derogable rights. But not all rights of profound importance, such as articles 9 and 27 of the Covenant,
have in fact been made non-derogable. One reason for certain rights being made non-derogable is because their
suspension is irrelevant to the legitimate control of the state of national emergency (for example, no imprisonment for
debt, in article 11). Another reason is that derogation may indeed be impossible (as, for example, freedom of
conscience). At the same time, some provisions are non-derogable exactly because without them there would be no rule
of law. A reservation to the provisions of article 4 itself, which precisely stipulates the balance to be struck between the
interests of the State and the rights of the individual in times of emergency, would fall in this category. And some
non-derogable rights, which in any event cannot be reserved because of their status as peremptory norms, are also of this
character - the prohibition of torture and arbitrary deprivation of li fe are examples. 4 While there is no automatic
correlation between reservations to non-derogable provisions, and reservations which offend against the object and
purpose of the Covenant, a State has a heavy onus to justify such a reservation.

11. The Covenant consists not just of the specified rights, but of important supportive guarantees. These guarantees
provide the necessary framework for securing the rights in the Covenant and are thus essential to its object and purpose.
Some operate at the national level and some at the international level. Reservations designed to remove these guarantees
are thus not acceptable. Thus, a State could not make a reservation to article 2, paragraph 3, of the Covenant, indicating
that it intends to provide no remedies for human rights violations. Guarantees such as these are an integral part of the
structure of the Covenant and underpin its efficacy. The Covenant also envisages, for the better attainment of its stated
objectives, a monitoring role for the Committee. Reservations that purport to evade that essential element in the design
of the Covenant, which is also directed to securing the enjoyment of the rights, are also incompatible with its object and
purpose. A State may not reserve the right not to present a report and have it considered by the Committee. The
Committee's role under the Covenant, whether under article 40 or under the Optional Protocols, necessarily entails
interpreting the provisions of the Covenant and the development of a jurisprudence. Accordingly, a reservation that
rejects the Committee's competence to interpret the requirements of any provisions of the Covenant would also be
contrary to the object and purpose of that treaty.

12. The intention of the Covenant is that the rights contained therein should be ensured to all those under a State's
party's jurisdiction. To this end certain attendant requirements are l ikely to be necessary. Domestic laws may need to be
altered properly to reflect the requirements of the Covenant; and mechanisms at the domestic level will be needed to
allow the Covenant rights to be enforceable at the local level. Reservations often reveal a tendency of States not to want
to change a particular law. And sometimes that tendency is elevated to a general policy. Of particular concern are
widely formulated reservations which essentially render ineffective all Covenant rights which would require any change
in national law to ensure compliance with Covenant obligations. No real international rights or obligations have thus
been accepted. And when there is an absence of provisions to ensure that Covenant rights may be sued on in domestic
courts, and, further, a failure to allow individual complaints to be brought to the Committee under the first Optional
Protocol, all the essential elements of the Covenant guarantees have been removed.

...

16. The Committee finds it important to address which body has the legal authority to make determinations as to
whether specific reservations are compatible with the object and purpose of the Covenant. As for international treaties in
general, the International Court of Justice has indicated in the Reservations to the Genocide Convention Case (1951) 
that a State which objected to a reservation on the grounds of incompatibility with the object and purpose of a treaty
could, through objecting, regard the treaty as not in effect as between itself and the reserving State. Article 20,
paragraph 4, of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 1969 contains provisions most relevant to the present
case on acceptance of and objection to reservations. This provides for the possibility of a State to object to a reservation
made by another State. Article 21 deals with the legal effects of objections by States to reservations made by other
States. Essentially, a reservation precludes the operation, as between the reserving and other States, of the provision
reserved; and an objection thereto leads to the reservation being in operation as between the reserving and objecting
State only to the extent that it has not been objected to.

17. As indicated above, it is the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties that provides the definition of reservations
and also the application of the object and purpose test in the absence of other specific provisions. But the Committee
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believes that its provisions on the role of State objections in relation to reservations are inappropriate to address the
problem of reservations to human rights treaties. Such treaties, and the Covenant specifically, are not a web of
inter-State exchanges of mutual obligations. They concern the endowment of individuals with rights. The principle of
inter-State reciprocity has no place, save perhaps in the limited context of reservations to declarations on the
Committee's competence under article 41. And because the operation of the classic rules on reservations is so inadequate
for the Covenant, States have often not seen any legal interest in or need to object to reservations. The absence of protest
by States cannot imply that a reservation is either compatible or incompatible with the object and purpose of the
Covenant. Objections have been occasional, made by some States but not others, and on grounds not always specified;
when an objection is made, it often does not specify a legal consequence, or sometimes even indicates that the objecting
party nonetheless does not regard the Covenant as not in effect as between the parties concerned. In short, the pattern is
so unclear that it is not safe to assume that a non-objecting State thinks that a particular reservation is acceptable. In the
view of the Committee, because of the special characteristics of the Covenant as a human rights treaty, it is open to
question what effect objections have between States inter se. However, an objection to a reservation made by States may
provide some guidance to the Committee in its interpretation as to its compatibility with the object and purpose of the
Covenant.

18. It necessarily falls to the Committee to determine whether a specific reservation is compatible with the object and
purpose of the Covenant. This is in part because, as indicated above, it is an inappropriate task for States parties in
relation to human rights treaties, and in part because it is a task that the Committee cannot avoid in the performance of
its functions. In order to know the scope of its duty to examine a State's compliance under article 40 or a communication
under the first Optional Protocol, the Committee has necessarily to take a view on the compatibility of a reservation with
the object and purpose of the Covenant and with general international law. Because of the special character of a human
rights treaty, the compatibility of a reservation with the object and purpose of the Covenant must be established
objectively, by reference to legal principles, and the Committee is particularly well placed to perform this task. The
normal consequence of an unacceptable reservation is not that the Covenant will not be in effect at all for a reserving
party. Rather, such a reservation will generally be severable, in the sense that the Covenant will be operative for the
reserving party without benefit of the reservation. 
  
 


